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ANNUAL ACTIVITIES REPORT  

GivHOPE MULTIPURPOSE CENTER 

JANUARY – DECEMBER 2017 
 

INTRODUCTION 

GivHOPE is a Cameroonian Law nonprofit, lay and apolitical social association.  GivHOPE is 

regularly registered under the Declaration of creation # 0322/RDA/106/SAAJP/BAPP of March 

14, 2016 even though it went operational in September 2014 and renewed on January 12, 2017 

under no. 00000028/RDA/JO6/SAAJP/BAPP signed by the DO of the Department of Mfoundi. This 

Association was created to accompany the Government in its fight against “street live” 

phenomenon of vulnerable target groups and especially street children in the Sub region, starting 

with Yaoundé - Cameroon, as a pilot project.  

OVERALL OBJECTIVE 

To fight against the phenomenon of  “street live” in Cameroon and in the sub region, jointly with 

all good wills and active key actors in the domain in order to stop the next generations from 

coming to the street.  

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES  

 Reduce the negative impact of poverty on children’s lives in general and street children (This 

term is generic, meaning teens and youths that live on the street) in particular; 

 Fight against stigmatization and ill treatment of street children; 

 Encourage their return in family or their reinsertion in the society; 

 Reinforce ties and partnership among the different key actors on the protection of children 

rights;   
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 Ensure the target groups (On voluntary basis) receive the Word, Jesus, who is Truth and 

Live; 

 Ensure follow up and post evaluation of the project. 

Please see a summary of activities on the ground during the related period below in two big 

sections, including prime time actions in images, synoptic tables and expenses 
 

NOTE: For detailed information, please visit our website at www.givhopeafrica.org or friend 

us on facebook at https://www.facebook.com/Givhopeafrica or follow us on tweeter at 

https://twitter.com/GivhopeA or LinkedIn at https://linkedin.com/in/helene-pieume-75406aa0 
 

 

http://www.givhopeafrica.org/
https://www.facebook.com/Givhopeafrica
https://twitter.com/GivhopeA
https://linkedin.com/in/helene-pieume-75406aa0
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Street hunting for street kids Richard is back to normal life  Small grants recipients 

Francis became self-employed     Esperance is her own boss          Sandrine self-employed 

l  

Cedric self-employed         Family visit   Capacity building 

 
Training completion and joint certificats/small grants handover    Ingrid already implementing her grant 

GivHOPE KEY ACTIVITIES IN IMAGES 
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Mixing our youths with normal youths for outdoors activities 

 

Outreach activities for more visibility 
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 Personal success slogan by each youth    Group councelling at the Multipurpose Center 

 
Open Doors Event with UN President, Mr. Mochtar Mbow from Dakar as Guest of Honor 

Artworks of our youths 
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 Praying for the sick 

 
                                     

Meeting with sister civil society organizations for experience/knwledge sharing 

 
                         Follow-up visit and football match between normal youth and ours 
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Components Actions taken Outcomes Observations 

Direct Care to the 

target groups 

 Field visits  157 visits completed 

 75 children, youth and 

adults from the streets of 

Yaoundé withdrawn  

 

- Age varies between 

11 and 35 

 

 Organization of 

private counseling 

 140 private counseling 

activities carried out 

 Elaboration of personal 

forms 

 

 Family visits   50 family visits completed With the concerned 

families’ approval 

 Organization of 

private and groups 

counseling 

 87 counseling activities 

organized in private and 

public  

With the targets’ 

concern 

 Medical care  14 beneficiaries  

 Subsistence and 

children’s food 

 22 children  

 26 young boys and girls 

The children are that 

of the street youth 

 National ID cards  09 files established.   

 Mattress purchase  06 mattresses purchased 1 

for a home and 5 for the 

Multipurpose Center 

 

 

 Academic insertion 

 

 01 to a Government High 

School 

 02 to a private Christian 

High School 

 01 to the University of 

Yaoundé I  

 05 to Kinden Garden, basic 

education  

 02 in the army 

 

 

 

Children of street 

couples 

 Self-employment aid 

for small 

businesses : Carry 

out foodstuff, call 

box, farming, etc 

 52 young men and girls  

among whom families with 

small children benefited 

from  small grants that 

allowed them to be self-

employed 

 Many family members 

mostly women settled on 

self-employment 

 

 

 

When we care for 

vulnerable ones, we 

also extend our 

assistance to the 

families, depending on 

their degre of 

vulnerability. 

GivHOPE KEY ACTIVITIES RECAP TABLE JANUARY - DECEMBER 2017 
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NB: Need for funds to build our own Center (Plot already acquired) 
 

 

  

 Weekly follow up visits on 

sites carried out and advice 

given.  

 

 

 Professional 

insertion 

 01 as an electrician 

 02 as super market agents 

 01 fruit vendor at main local 

market 

 01 at Laws’ Office 

 01 at constructions site 

 09 youths were locked up 

for public disturbance 

GivHOPE sometimes 

is confronted with 

problems between 

these children and 

when the police lays 

hands on them we 

have to intervene for 

their release 

 Spiritual education 

in families, House 

Church and at the 

Center 

 09 volunteers accepted 

Christ as their Savior and 

Lord 

 Bible study on Wednesdays 

 Group prayers on Saturdays 

 06 families visited and 

prayed for  

 Church attendance on 

Sundays 

 28 New Testaments  

  24 Bibles  

 52 Bibles with images to 

small children 

 Many times on calls when 

cases aroused 

Voluntary and due 

conscious acceptance 

Participation to these 

sessions were more 

regular during 

Summer holidays 

because most of them 

were free than when 

many work and others 

go to school 

Donations to other 

structures in the 

presence of high 

ranking officials  

 Contribute to 

capacity building of 

other social 

structures dealing 

with the same issues 

for 

experience/knowledg

e sharing and to 

build partnership.  

 Redeemed Church 

 Cry for Revival 

 Full Gospel 

 Field visits and 

donations 

handover at 

EDIMAR Yaoundé 

and Abili  

 Capacity building 

Seminars and 

workshops 

Administration 

  122 correspondences to 

local administrations, Para 

and State entities, NGOs, 

private sector at national and 

international levels; 

 88 participations to meetings 

Most of the outgoing 

mail concerned request 

for assistance and 

meetings conveyed by 

local Administrations.  
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CONCLUSION 

 

GivHOPE tried to organize several outreach events last year, mainly open doors and fundraiser for more 

visibility and aid that did not really yield the expected outcomes. We wanted to launch more aggressive 

activities to the benefit of street children and families such as a survey to know exactly how many they 

are and where do they come from and why around the country, especially the Far North, North, 

Adamawa, East, Yaounde and Douala but because of the lack of means, we remained in Yaounde and 

singled out activities that could cost less and bear more results. We decided to launch capacity building 

for income generating activities, self-employment that we finance and job placements. 

 

 

 

Yaoundé, January 10, 2018 

 

 


